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APPROXIMATION OF A BRITTLE FRACTURE ENERGY WITH A
CONSTRAINT OF NON-INTERPENETRATION
ANTONIN CHAMBOLLE, SERGIO CONTI, AND GILLES A. FRANCFORT
Abstract. Linear fracture mechanics (or at least the initiation part of that theory)
can be framed in a variational context as a minimization problem over a SBD type
space. The corresponding functional can in turn be approximated in the sense of Γ-
convergence by a sequence of functionals involving a phase field as well as the displace-
ment field. We show that a similar approximation persists if additionally imposing
a non-interpenetration constraint in the minimization, namely that only nonnegative
normal jumps should be permissible.
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1. Introduction
The past twenty years or so have been fertile ground for the development of a variational
theory of fracture evolution for brittle materials in the context of globally minimizing ener-
getic evolutions [23]; see for instance [7] for a panorama of the theory as it stood a few years
back. One of the key ingredients of that theory is a stability criterion which states that
the sum of the elastic energy and of the (add-)surface energy at any given time should be
minimal for the actual (add-)crack at that time among all (add-)cracks and all compatible
displacement fields satisfying the loading requirements at that time; think for example of a
time-dependent boundary displacement on the entire boundary of the domain.
In the case of isotropic linear elasticity1, the elastic energy is of the form
1
2
∫
Ω
{2µ|E(u)|2 + λ(divu)2} dx
where u : Ω→ Rn, n = 2, 3 is the displacement field over the domain Ω, E(u) := 1/2(∇u+
∇Tu) is the linearized strain and µ > 0, λ > −2µ/n are the Lame´ constants of the elastic
material. In this work it will actually be more convenient to rewrite this energy, as is
classical, in the form
1
2
∫
Ω
{2µ|Ed(u)|2 + K(divu)2} dx
where K = λ + 2µ/n > 0 and Ed(u) = E(u) − divun I is the deviatoric part of the tensor
E(u) (that is, its orthogonal projection onto trace-free tensors).
Following in the footstep of A.A. Griffith’s foundational paper [28], it is further as-
sumed that the (add-)surface energy is proportional to the surface area of the (add-)
crack, the coefficient of proportionality, the toughness, being denoted by Gc.
Date: November 6, 2018.
1We will restrict our investigation to isotropic and homogeneous materials, although there are no major
obstacles in generalizing the result to arbitrary material symmetries and inhomogeneities, at least as far as
the elastic energy is concerned.
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If considering an uncracked sample Ω submitted to a boundary displacement w on its
boundary ∂Ω, the crack initiation problem then consists in minimizing the sum of those
two contributions among all cracks – say closed sets Γ ⊂ Ω¯ of finite Hn−1-measure – and
all displacements fields v which lie in H1(Ω′ \ Γ;Rn) with Ω ⊂⊂ Ω′ and u = w on Ω′ \ Ω¯,
that is
min
{
1
2
∫
Ω\Γ
{2µ|Ed(u)|2 + K(divu)2} dx+ GcHn−1(Γ) :
u ∈ H1(Ω′ \ Γ), u ≡ w on Ω′ \ Ω¯
}
.
We will call this formulation the strong formulation. As was first advocated by E. De
Giorgi, it is mathematically convenient to address the strong formulation in a weak form
as follows
(1) min
{
1
2
∫
Ω
{2µ|ed(u)|2 + K(Tr e(u)2} dx+ GcHn−1(Ju) :
u ∈ GSBD(Ω′), u ≡ w on Ω′ \ Ω¯.
}
.
Above, the space GSBD(Ω′) is an adequately defined variant of the space SBD(Ω), the
space of special functions with bounded deformations. We refer to e.g. [1, 5] for a definition
and useful properties of the latter and to [18] for a definition of the former. Notationwise,
e(u) denotes the Lebesgue absolutely continuous part of E(u) (which for u ∈ SBD(Ω) is a
bounded Radon measure), ed(u) := e(u)− Tr e(u)n I its deviatoric part, while Ju denotes the
jump set of u (see e.g. [1] for a precise definition). In particular, Tr e(u), which is the trace
of e(u), is the absolutely continuous part of the divergence divu.
Remark that the equivalence between the two formulations is still an open problem. By
contrast, the analogous weak formulation with gradients in lieu of symmetrized gradients
has been shown to be equivalent to its strong counterpart [9]. In the linearized elasticity
framework, a partial result in this direction, in dimension 2, was issued last year [15], and
further extended to higher dimension in [14].
Also remark that the existence of a minimizer for Eq. (1) remains open, except in the
case where n = 2, thanks to a very recent result [26, Theorem 6.1].
From a computational standpoint a formulation such as Eq. (1) is rather useless because
the test space for the minimization problem is too singular. It is also widely acknowledged
in various fields of physics that sharp interface models are most profitably, and arguably
more realistically, addressed as limits of phase field type models. In the gradient case, E.
De Giorgi suggested an approximating formulation which was later proved to Γ-converge
(in the appropriate topology) to the sharp interface model in [2]. That approximation
is usually referred to as an Ambrosio-Tortorelli type approximation, at least in the
mathematical community.
In the present setting, the approximating phase field functional is
Eε(u, v) =
1
2
∫
Ω
(ηε+v
2)
{
2µ|Ed(u)|2 +K(divu)2
}
dx+Gc
∫
Ω
{
ε|∇v|2 + (1− v)
4ε
2
}
dx
with ηε  ε and the proof of the Γ-convergence can be found in [10, 11] under the additional
constraint that ‖u‖L∞(Ω;Rn) ≤ M for some fixed constant M (which means in particular
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that the functional framework can then be restricted to SBD(Ω)). This result was extended
to the space GSBD(Ω) in [29], see also [17, 13] for recent developments.
Our contribution starts with the observation that the weak formulation of Eq. (1) is
unphysical because it fails to account for non-interpenetration, that is for the physically ob-
vious requirement that the crack lips should not interpenetrate. Such will be the case
at any point x where [u](x) · ν(x) < 0 where [u](x) denotes the jump at x and ν(x)
the normal to the jump set at x, well-defined Hn−1-a.e. on Ju. We will thus require
that [u](x) · ν(x) ≥ 0, for Hn−1-a.e. x ∈ Ju. This can be viewed as a linearized non-
interpenetration condition.2 The goal of this paper is to establish a result of Γ-convergence
for an approximation of the functional of Eq. (1) a` la Ambrosio-Tortorelli under that further
restriction on the jump.
We observe that our proof will address other types of (convex) constraints, such as an
infinitesimal shear condition [30], or conditions on the eigenvalues of the strain tensor [25],
see Remark 3 below.
Throughout this paper we assume that Ω is bounded, with a boundary which is every-
where locally a continuous graph. In the case of the non-interpenetration condition, the
sharp interface functional is given by
(2)
E(u) =

1
2
∫
Ω
{2µ|ed(u)|2 + K(Tr e(u))2} dx+ GcHn−1(Ju) if u ∈ SBD(Ω),
[u] · ν ≥ 0 Hn−1 − a.e. in Ju
+∞ otherwise.
For u ∈ SBD(Ω), the measure E(u) decomposes as follows [1]:
E(u) = e(u)dx+ [u] νuHn−1 Ju
and in particular, divu = Tr E(u) = Tr e(u)dx+ [u] · νHn−1 Ju.
Since the singular part of the divergence of u, (divu)s, is given by [u] · νHn−1 Ju, the
condition [u] ·ν ≥ 0 Hn−1−a.e. in Ju is equivalent to requiring that divus be a nonnegative
Radon measure, or, equivalently, that div−u ∈ L2(Ω).
The goal of this paper is to show that, in the sense of Γ-convergence, the energy E(u) can
be approximated with a sequence of Ambrosio-Tortorelli-type [2] elliptic problems, given
by
(3) Eε(u, v) :=
1
2
∫
Ω
(ηε+v
2)
(
2µ|Ed(u)|2 +K(div +u)2
)
+K(div−u)2dx+Gc
∫
Ω
{
ε|∇v|2 + (1− v)
4ε
2
}
dx
where ηε ≥ 0 is a parameter, see [4].
For simplicity we will assume that all functions satisfy a uniform, a priori given L∞
bound. This is certainly a restriction because of the lack of a maximum principle in the
context of linearized elasticity. We do not know at present how to remove this assumption.
2The reader is directed to [27, 19, 20] for a treatment of non-interpenetration in the setting of finite
deformations.
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Given M > 0, we introduce the following constrained functionals:
EMε (u, v) :=
Eε(u, v) if u ∈ H1(Ω;Rn) , v ∈ H1(Ω), ‖u‖L∞ ≤M ,+∞ otherwise,
and:
EM0 (u, v) :=
E(u) if v = 1 a.e., u ∈ SBD(Ω;Rn), ‖u‖L∞ ≤M ,+∞ otherwise.
Our result is as follows:
Theorem 1. Let the dimension be n = 2. Assume limε→0 ηε/ε = 0. Then, EMε Γ-
converges to EM0 as ε → 0, in L2(Ω;R2) × L2(Ω). Moreover, if (uε, vε)ε>0 is such that
supε>0E
M
ε (uε, ve) < +∞, then {(uε, vε) : ε > 0} is sequentially precompact in L2, vε → 1,
and E(u) ≤ lim infk→∞Eεk(uεk , vεk) for any limit point u of a sequence (uεk).
Remark 2. It will be clear from the proof that the result also holds if, given k > 0, k ≤ K,
the terms K(div +u)2 and K(div−u)2 in (3) are replaced respectively with (K−k)(divu)2+
k(div +u)2 and k(div−u)2.
Remark 3. We emphasize that, while we present our result and its proof in the case of the
simple constraint div su ≥ 0, the same proof carries through for other constrained models
such as when only shear opening is present, as proposed in [30]. There the constraint reads
[u](x) ·ν(x) = 0, for Hn−1-a.e. x ∈ Ju. The opening constraint model for concrete [31, 22],
implemented in [25], which boils down in the limit to [u](x) ∈ R+ν(x), is also manageable.
We refer to [24] for a unified presentation of these cases.
In the first case, the approximating energy is
(4) Eε(u, v) =
1
2
∫
Ω
2µ(ηε + v
2)|Ed(u)|2 +K(divu)2dx+Gc
∫
Ω
{
ε|∇v|2 + (1− v)
4ε
2
}
dx
and its Γ-limit – still with the additional bound ‖u‖∞ ≤ M – will be the same as before
(see (2)), but with the constraint replaced with [u] ·ν(x) = 0 a.e. on Ju. In the second case,
a possible approximation is
(5)
Eε(u, v) =
1
2
∫
Ω
(ηε + v
2)
(
2µ|E+(u)|2 + λ(Tr E+(u))2
)
+ 2µ|E−(u)|2 + λ(Tr E−(u))2dx
+Gc
∫
Ω
{
ε|∇v|2 + (1− v)
4ε
2
}
dx
where E+(u) is the projection of E(u) onto the cone of nonnegative symmetric matrices and
E−(u) = E(u)−E+(u). The Γ-limit of this energy is given by the same functional E(u). The
constraint is now that the singular part Es(u) should only have non-negative eigenvalues.
Since Es(u) = [u]  νHn−1 Ju is rank-1-symmetric ([u]  ν = ([u] ⊗ ν + ν ⊗ [u])/2,
hence has rank 1 or 2), this implies that [u] and ν should be a.e. aligned and in the same
direction. Indeed, it is easy to see that given two vectors a, b ∈ R2, then det(a⊗b+b⊗a) =
−(a × b)2/4 ≤ 0 so that this matrix is nonnegative only if the vectors are aligned and in
the same direction.
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Figure 1. On the left, a shear fracture observed on a stone of the Pantheon
in Paris. Right, a simulation based on the energy (4), computed by the
authors of [30].
Although the mathematical proof of the relevance of such an approximation was wanting
up till now, the numerical pertinence of the approximating functional given in Theorem 1
or its variants for dealing with non-interpenetration has been successfully demonstrated in
e.g. [4, 25, 30]; see Figure 1 for illustration.
Remark 4. The techniques developed over the years for this paper (which is part of a project
initiated more than 10 years ago), starting from the Korn-Poincare´ inequality in [12], have
subsequently been successfully adapted to the study of other problems involving GSBD
functions, such as a new approximation result [13], or the proof of existence of strong
minimizers for Griffith type energies in higher dimensions [14].
The organization of the paper is as follows. We first give a proof of our main result along
the lines of a classical argument in [2] which have since been reproduced and adapted to
many settings. However, the proof of the Γ-limsup, which we sketch, relies on an approx-
imation of the limit function u with a function exhibiting a “simple jump”. Such a result
is lacking at present. We thus follow a different strategy described in Section 3. Most of
the proof can be carried out in arbitrary dimension, although, as explained at the very end
of Section 3.1, we lack a crucial estimate to conclude. The last section shows how we can
circumvent this difficulty in dimension n = 2.
In the rest of the paper, we will assume, in the sake of simplicity, that µ = 1, K = 2,
Gc = 1; the proof clearly does not depend on the values of these parameters.
2. A first, partial proof of convergence
In order to establish Theorem 1, we need to show that
(i) If supk≥1E
M
εk
(uk, vk) < +∞ for a given sequence εk ↓ 0, then vk → 1, uk converges
in L2(Ω;Rn) to some displacement u (up to a subsequence, and with obviously
‖u‖L∞ ≤M), and
E(u) ≤ lim inf
k→∞
EMεk (uk, vk)
(compactness and Γ-lim inf inequality);
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(ii) For each u ∈ SBD(Ω), with ‖u‖L∞ ≤ M , there exists (uε, vε) with limε→0 ‖uε −
u‖L2 = 0 and
lim sup
ε→0
EMε (uε, vε) ≤ E(u)
(Γ-lim sup inequality).
In the next Subsection, we quickly establish the first point mostly following and detailing
the proof in [10]. Then, in Subsection 2.2, we propose a proof of (ii), still inspired from [10],
but valid only for a subclass of SBD displacements. The complete proof is given in Section 3.
Since large parts of the argument hold in any dimension, we formulate them for a general
n ≥ 2, and only use the assumption n = 2 in the final construction discussed in Section 3.2.
2.1. Compactness and proof of the liminf inequality in (i). The proof of the liminf
inequality is that of the standard case, since the new functional is larger while its limit, at
least on its domain of definition, is the same. The proof detailed below is adapted from [10].
Let εk > 0 be a sequence converging monotonically to zero, and let uk, vk be a displace-
ment and a function such that Eεk(uk, vk) ≤ C < +∞. First, we observe that since∫
Ω
(1− vk)2 dx ≤ 4Cεk ,
vk → 1 in L2(Ω). We also have∫
Ω
εk|∇vk|2 + 1
4εk
(1− vk)2 dx ≥
∫
Ω
|1− vk||∇vk| dx ,
so that, using the co-area formula, we find that
(6) Eεk(uk, vk) ≥∫ 1
0
∫
{vk>s}
(
2s(|Ed(uk)|2 + (div +uk)2) + (div−uk)2dx+ (1− s)Hn−1(∂∗{vk > s})
)
ds
where ∂∗{vk > s} denotes the reduced boundary of the superlevel set {vk > s}.
First, we deduce that for each k, we can find sk ∈ (1/4, 3/4) such that the function
u˜k:=uk χ{vk>sk} is in SBD(Ω), with ‖u˜k‖∞ ≤M , Ju˜k = ∂∗{vk > sk} and
1
2
∫
Ω
|e(u˜k)|2 + 1
4
Hn−1(Ju˜k) ≤ C < +∞ .
¿From the compactness Theorem in [5, Thm 1.1], we deduce that up to a subsequence, u˜k
converges, in L2, to some u ∈ SBD(Ω), with e(u) ∈ L2 and Hn−1(Ju) < +∞. Now, since
the sequence (uk) is uniformly bounded in the L
∞ norm, and vk → 1 in L2(Ω), so that
|{vk ≤ sk}| → 0, we deduce that uk → u in L2(Ω) (or any Lp, for p < +∞).
Now, for a.e. s ∈ (0, 1), one must have ukχ{vk>s} → u, in L2, as k → ∞. The SBD
variant of Ambrosio’s compactness and semicontinuity theorem, proved in [5], yields that
lim inf
k→∞
∫
{vk>s}
(
2s(|Ed(uk)|2 + (div +uk)2
)
+ (div−uk)2 dx+ (1− s)Hn−1(∂∗{vk > s})
≥
∫
Ω
2s(|ed(u)|2 + (Tr+e(u))2) + (Tr−e(u))2 dx+ (1− s)Hn−1(Ju).
Here Tr+ and Tr− denote the positive part and the negative part of the trace, respectively.
However, integrating back this inequality with respect to s ∈ [0, 1] does not allow one to
recover (i). Indeed, the weight in front of the surface term will only be
∫ 1
0
(1− s)ds = 1/2.
This is because in the semicontinuity result, one loses the fact that the jump set is obtained
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as the limit of the collapsing level sets {vk ≤ s}, and therefore the perimeter of these
sets measures twice the size of the limiting jump set. This heuristic observation is easy
to actually turn into a proof. It follows a variant of Ambrosio’s theorem which is found
in [8, Thm 2] (see also Lemma 2 in [6]). It is written there for scalar or vectorial GSBV
functions, but its proof, which is based on slicing, can easily be shown to extend to similar
problems in SBD (with an L∞ bound). It shows that in fact, for a.e. s,
lim inf
k→∞
∫
{vk>s}
(
2s(|Ed(uk)|2 + (div +uk)2
)
+ (div−uk)2 dx+ (1− s)Hn−1(∂∗{vk > s})
≥
∫
Ω
2s(|ed(u)|2 + (Tr+e(u))2) + (Tr−e(u))2 dx+ 2(1− s)Hn−1(Ju).
Using (6) and Fatou’s lemma, we deduce that
lim inf
k→∞
Eεk(uk, vk)
≥
∫ 1
0
(∫
Ω
2s(|ed(u)|2 + (Tr+e(u))2) + (Tr−e(u))2 dx+ 2(1− s)Hn−1(Ju)
)
=
∫
Ω
|ed(u)|2 + (Tr e(u))2dx+Hn−1(Ju).
Finally observe that since divuk ⇀ divu as measures and div
−uk is bounded in L2(Ω),
denoting f ∈ L2(Ω) a L2-weak limit point of div−uk, we deduce from the inequality
−divuk ≤ div−uk that −divu ≤ f , showing that div−u ∈ L2(Ω) and therefore that
[u] · ν ≥ 0 Hn−1-a.e. on Ju. The proof of compactness and the lower Γ-limit estimate is
complete.
2.2. A first proof of the limsup inequality in (ii), when the jump set is “nice”
enough. A “standard” proof of a result such as Theorem 1 would now show inequality (ii)
first for “simple” displacements (for instance, with smooth jump sets), and then show that
doing so is not restrictive by constructing, for an arbitrary SBD displacement u, a sequence
of approximate “simple” displacements un with E(un)→ E(u). A diagonalization process
would then be invoked to deduce (ii) in the general case. This is for instance what is done
in [10], where such an approximation is provided. However, that particular approximation
does not enjoy the constraint [u] · ν ≥ 0 on the jump set, and it is far from clear how to
modify it to ensure this constraint.
The bona fide proof of estimate (ii) is quite involved; see Section 3. Below we provide an
elementary (and classical) proof in the particular case where Ju is essentially closed, i.e.,
Hn−1(J¯u \ Ju) = 0 and satisfies a lower density bound
(7) Hn−1(Ju ∩B(x, r)) ≥ κrn−1, x ∈ Ω, r < dist (x, ∂Ω),
so that its Hausdorff measure is given by its Minkowski content
(8) lim
t→0
{x ∈ Ω : dist(x, Ju) ≤ t}
2t
= Hn−1(Ju)
(see for instance [3, Subsection 2.13]). It is well known that SBD2 fields can be approxi-
mated in energy by fields which satisfy these conditions [10, 11, 29]. However, none of the
known constructions ensure that a constraint such as [u] · ν ≥ 0 can be maintained in the
approximation.
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We also assume that M = ‖u‖L∞ < +∞. We then choose φ a symmetric mollifier with
support in B(0, 1). We let δε =
√
εηε be an intermediate scale between ηε and ε, set as
usual φδε(x) := (δε)
−nφ(x/δε), and define
vε(x) := γ
(
(dist(x, Ju)− δε)+
ε
)
, uε := φδε ∗ u
with u extended slightly out of Ω, as explained farther at the onset of Subsection 3.1.
Here γ : [0,+∞) → [0, 1] is the one-dimensional optimal profile associated to the energy∫
Ω
ε|∇v|2 + (1− v)2/(4ε)dx, that is
γ(t) = 1− exp(−t/2).
Then, vε → v = 1 and uε → u in L2. On the other hand
E(uε)(x) = φδε ∗ e(u)(x) +
∫
Ju
φδε(x− y)[u](y) νu(y)dHn−1(y)
so that if dist(x, Ju) > δε, E(uε) = φδε ∗ e(u) while in general, |E(uε)| ≤ cM/δε for some
constant c > 0 depending only on φ (and n). Hence,
(9)
∫
Ω
(ηε + v
2
ε)(|Ed(uε)|2 + (div +uε)2) + (div−uε)2dx
≤ (1 + ηε)
∫
{dist(·,Ju)>δε}
|φδε ∗ ed(u)|2 + (φδε ∗ divu)2dx
+
∫
{dist(·,Ju)≤δε}
(div−uε)2dx+ c|{dist(·, Ju) ≤ δε}|ηεM
2
δ2ε
.
Since
0 ≤ div−uε = (φδε ∗ divu)− ≤ φδε ∗ div−u
and because the latter is uniformly bounded in L2, and since further |{dist(·, Ju) ≤ δε}| → 0
we deduce that
lim sup
ε→0
∫
{dist(·,Ju)≤δε}
(div−uε)2dx = 0.
Therefore, recalling that, thanks to Eq. (8), |{dist(·, Ju) ≤ δε}| ≈ 2δεHn−1(Ju) as ε → 0
and ηε/δε → 0, Eq. (9) becomes in the limit
(10)
lim sup
ε→0
∫
Ω
(ηε + v
2
ε)(|Ed(uε)|2 + (div +uε)2) + (div−uε)2dx ≤
∫
Ω
(|ed(u)|2 + (Tr e(u))2) dx.
On the other hand, since |∇dist(·, Ju)| = 1 a.e.,
ε|∇vε|2 = (1− vε)
2
4ε
=
1
4ε
exp
(
− (dist(x, Ju)− δε)
+
ε
)
a.e. in {dist(·, Ju) ≥ δε} hence, using the co-area formula,∫
Ω
ε|∇vε|2 + (1− vε)
4ε
2
dx =
|{dist(·, Ju) < δε}|
4ε
+
1
2ε
∫
{dist(·,Ju)≥δε}
e−
(dist(x,Ju)−δε)+
ε dx
=
|{dist(·, Ju) < δε}|
4ε
+
1
2ε
∫ ∞
δε
e−
s−δε
ε Hn−1(∂{dist(·, Ju)< s} ∩ Ω)ds.
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Let f(s) := |{dist(·, Ju) < s}|. By the co-area formula, f ′(s) = Hn−1(∂{dist(·, Ju)< s}∩Ω)
for a.e. s > 0. We find that∫
Ω
ε|∇vε|2 + (1− vε)
4ε
2
dx =
f(δε)
4ε
+
1
2ε
∫ ∞
δε
e−
s−δε
ε f ′(s)ds
= −f(δε)
4ε
+
1
2ε
∫ ∞
δε
e−
s−δε
ε f(s)ds
= −δε
ε
f(δε)
4δε
+ e
δε
ε
∫ ∞
δε/ε
se−s
f(εs)
2εs
ds.
By (8), f(εs)/(2εs)→ Hn−1(Ju) as ε→ 0 for all s > 0. In general, denoting ` = limε→0 δε/ε
and assuming ` < +∞, we find in the limit
(11) lim sup
ε→0
∫
Ω
ε|∇vε|2 + (1− vε)
4ε
2
dx
≤ Hn−1(Ju)
(
− `
2
+ e`
∫ ∞
`
se−s ds
)
=
(
1 +
`
2
)
Hn−1(Ju).
Since we have assumed δε =
√
ηεε we have ` = 0 and the right-hand side is simplyHn−1(Ju).
Collecting (10) and (11) yields the desired estimate.
3. A general proof in dimension 2
We now describe the general proof of the lim-sup inequality, which will work without
further assumptions on the jump set of u. Most of the proof can be carried out in arbitrary
dimension n ≥ 2. A technical difficulty will prevent us from concluding when n > 2.
We choose a small parameter θ  1. Since the jump set Ju is countably rectifable,
there exists a regular part Γ, a finite union of closed subsets of C1-hypersurfaces such that
Hn−1(Ju4Γ) ≤ θ2.
We fix a small length scale δ := ε`, ` ∈ (0, 1) small, and subdivide the domain into cubes
Qz of size proportional to δ (details below). We call Qz good if it contains an amount of
jump smaller than θδn−1, that is if
(12) Hn−1(Ju ∩Qz) ≤ θδn−1;
otherwise Qz is bad.
The function v is constructed so that it vanishes on a δ-neighbourhood Σ of both Γ and
the bad cubes.
In the bad cubes we shall use a mollification of u, in the good ones a mollification of u
after “cleaning out” the small holes using the rigidity result of [12, Prop. 3.1]. The result
reads as follows:
Proposition 5. Let r > 0. Let Q = (−r, r)n, Q′ = (−r/2, r/2)n, p ∈ [1,∞), u ∈
SBDp(Q).
(1) There exists a set ω ⊂ Q′ and an affine function a : Rn → Rn with E(a) = 0 such
that
(13) |ω| ≤ c∗rHn−1(Ju)
and
(14)
∫
Q′\ω
|u− a|np/(n−1)dx ≤ c∗rn(p−1)/(n−1)
(∫
Q
|e(u)|pdx
)n/(n−1)
.
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(2) If additionally p > 1 then there is p¯ > 0 (depending on p and n) such that, for
a given mollifier φ ∈ C∞c (B1/2) with
∫
φdx = 1, letting φr(x) = r
−nφ1(x/r), the
function v = uχQ′\ω + aχω obeys∫
Q′′
|E(v ∗ φr)− e(u) ∗ φr|pdx ≤ c
(Hn−1(Ju)
rn−1
)p¯ ∫
Q
|e(u)|pdx ,
where Q′′ = (−r/4, r/4)n.
The constant in (1) depends only on p, n the one in (2) also on ρ.
Remark 6. Thanks to Lemma A.1 in the Appendix, one can assume additionally that
‖a‖L∞(Q′) ≤ ‖u‖L∞(Q) if in addition, u is bounded.
The challenge – which unfortunately we cannot overcome except in 2D – will be in the
handling of the boundary between the good and the bad regions. Hence in a second step,
we shall further introduce “boundary good cubes”. On these we can clean up the jump
before mollification using a construction due to [16], which we only know to hold true in
dimension 2. The details are found in Subsection 3.2.
3.1. The general proof. We first assume that u is defined slightly outside of Ω in a domain
Ω′ ⊃⊃ Ω. The necessary assumption for this is that ∂Ω be a subgraph locally: then, the
construction consists in translating u outside of Ω near the boundary and in glueing the
pieces together with a partition of unity. This creates a new u′ with still, [u′] · ν ≥ 0 (or
= 0) on Ju′ and ‖u′‖L∞(Ω′) ≤ ‖u‖L∞(Ω) ≤ M . Also, we can assume Hn−1(∂Ω ∩ Ju′) = 0.
We drop the “prime” and denote the extended function by u in the following. As usual we
also set Ωδ := {x ∈ Rn : dist(x,Ω) < δ} ⊂⊂ Ω′ for δ > 0 small enough.
We consider the cubes Qz = z + (−4δ, 4δ)n, q˜z = z + (−2δ, 2δ)n, qz = z + (−δ, δ)n, for
z ∈ (2δ)Zd. We also consider φδ(x) = δ−nφ(x/δ) a mollifier with support in B(0, δ/2).
We let
Ωδg :=
⋃
{qz : Qz ⊂ Ω′ good },
Ωδb :=
⋃
{qz : Qz ⊂ Ω′ bad}.
We set (almost) as before, for x ∈ Ω′,
v0ε(x) := γ
(
(dist(x,Γ)− 16√nδ)+
ε
)
and find as before (cf Eq. (11)), recalling that δ = ε` ≤ ε, that
(15) lim sup
ε→0
∫
Ω
ε|∇v0ε |2 +
(1− v0ε)
4ε
2
dx ≤ (1 + 8√n`)Hn−1(Γ ∩ Ω).
Remark 7. If Qz intersects Γ then all points in Qz are at a distance less than 8
√
nδ of Γ so
that v0ε ≡ 0 on Qz.
We wish to define vε as zero only near Γ and around the bad cubes. For those bad cubes
that intersect Γ we take vzε := v
0
ε . For those that do not intersect Γ, we take
vzε (x) =
{
0 in B(z, 16
√
nδ) ⊃ Qz
γ((|x− z| − 16√nδ)+/ε) else.
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A simple calculation would show the existence of a constant C such that
(16)
∫
Ω
ε|∇vzε |2 +
(1− vzε )
4ε
2
dx ≤ Cεn−1.
Denoting by BC the set of the bad cubes that do not intersect Γ, its cardinality satisfies
(17) #BC ≤ CHn−1(Ju \ Γ)/(θδn−1) ≤ Cθ/δn−1.
Indeed, in view of Eq. (12),
θδn−1#BC ≤
∑
BC
Hn−1(Ju ∩Qz) =
∑
BC
Hn−1(Ju ∩Qz \ Γ).
But there is at most C (some constant) overlaps between those cubes so that, in view of
the above,
θδn−1#BC ≤ CHn−1(Ju \ Γ) ≤ Cθ2.
In view of eqs (15),(16),(17), if v`ε is the min of v
0
ε and all the v
z
ε defined for the bad cubes
not intersecting Γ, then
lim sup
ε→0
∫
Ω
ε|∇v`ε|2 +
(1− v`ε)
4ε
2
dx ≤ (1 + 8√n`) (Hn−1(Ju ∩ Ω) + θ2) + Cθ 1
`n−1
,
hence
(18) lim sup
`→0
lim sup
θ→0
lim sup
ε→0
∫
Ω
ε|∇v`ε|2 +
(1− v`ε)
4ε
2
dx ≤ Hn−1(Ju ∩ Ω).
This takes care of the surface term.
We remark in addition that, by construction,
(19) |{v`ε = 0}| = O(δ).
Specifically that set can be decomposed as the union of {v0ε = 0}, which has a volume of
order CδHn−1(Γ), and of the union of {vzε = 0} for all the bad cubes in BC, which has a
volume of order Cθδ.
Take any of the cubes Qz. From Proposition 5 [12, Prop 3.1], in Qz there exists az :
Rn → Rn affine with E(az) = 0 and ωz ⊂ q˜z such that |ωz| ≤ c∗δHn−1(Ju ∩Qz), and
(20)
(∫
q˜z\ωz
|u− az| 2nn−1 dx
)1−1/n
≤ c∗δ
∫
Qz
|e(u)|2 dx,
while, moreover, setting
(21) wz := uχq˜z\ωz + azχωz
one has, for some q = q(n) > 0 and for a given mollifier φ ∈ C∞c (B1/2) with
∫
φdx = 1,
(22)
∫
qz
|E(wz ∗ φδ)− e(u) ∗ φδ|2 dx ≤ c
(Hn−1(Ju ∩Qz)
δn−1
)q∫
Qz
|e(u)|2 dx.
Finally, thanks to Remark 6, it is also possible to assume that
(23) ‖az‖L∞(ωz) ≤ ‖az‖L∞(q˜z) ≤ ‖u‖L∞(Ω).
We first work with the good cubes, and more precisely we restrict this terminology to
the good cubes Qz on which v
`
ε 6≡ 0 (hence not too close to Γ or a bad cube), modifying
accordingly the definition of the sets Ωδg, Ω
δ
b . An observation is that if Qz, Qz′ are two
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good cubes such that qz, qz′ are touching (by which we mean that |z− z′|∞ = 2δ), then the
volume of q˜z ∩ q˜z′ is at least δn. Furthermore, since az and a′z are affine,
|(q˜z \ ωz) ∩ (q˜z′ \ ωz′)|‖az − az′‖
2n
n−1
L∞(Qz∩Qz′ ) ≤ C
∫
(q˜z\ωz)∩(q˜z′\ωz′ )
|az − a′z|
2n
n−1 dx.
It then follows from (20) that, for some constant C,
|(q˜z \ ωz) ∩ (q˜z′ \ ωz′)|1−1/n‖az − az′‖2L∞(Qz∩Qz′ ) ≤ Cδ
∫
Qz∪Qz′
|e(u)|2dx
so that, because Qz, Q
′
z are good cubes,
(24)
‖az − az′‖2L∞(Qz∩Qz′ ) ≤
Cδ
(δn(1− cθ))n−1n
∫
Qz∪Qz′
|e(u)|2dx ≤ C
δn−2
∫
Qz∪Qz′
|e(u)|2dx.
if θ is small enough. We can order (arbitrarily) all z such that Qz is good and denote the
corresponding sequence {zj}j∈GC, where GC denotes a numeration of the good cubes. Then,
we define
u˜(x) =
u(x) if x ∈ Ω′ \
⋃
j∈GC ωzj
azj if x ∈ ωzj \
⋃
i<j ωzi .
Observe that thanks to (23), ‖u˜‖L∞(Ω′) ≤ ‖u‖L∞(Ω) ≤ M . We let uε := u˜ ∗ φδ, and, in
order to provide an estimate for the volume term, we now propose to bound from above∫
Ωδg
|E(u˜ε)|2 dx . This is done by showing that this function is, in L2(Ωδg), close to e(u).
Upon decomposing u˜ as u˜ = wzj + (u˜− wzj ), with wzi defined in (21), we obtain:
(25)
∫
Ωδg
|E(uε)− φδ ∗ e(u)|2 dx
≤
∑
j∈GC
2
∫
qzj
|E(u˜− wzj ) ∗ φδ|2 dx+ 2
∫
qzj
|E(wzj ∗ φδ)− φδ ∗ e(u)|2 dx
≤
∑
j∈GC
c
δ2
∫
q˜zj
|u˜− wzj |2 dx+ c
(Hn−1(Ju ∩Qzj )
δn−1
)q∫
Qzj
|e(u)|2 dx
≤
∑
j∈GC
c
δ2
∫
q˜zj
|u˜− wzj |2 dx+ cθq
∫
Ω′
|e(u)|2 dx
thanks to (22). We now evaluate u˜−wzj in q˜zj . If x ∈ q˜zj \∪iωzi , then u˜(x) = wzj (x) = u(x)
and the difference vanishes. If x ∈ ωzj \∪i<jωzi then u˜(x) = wzj (x) = azj (x) and again the
difference vanishes. The remaining contributions are azi−azj on the set ωzj ∩ωzi \∪k<iωzk ,
if i < j, and azi − u on ωzi \ ∪k<iωzk for i > j. Hence we can bound the integrals in the
sum as follows:
c
δ2
∫
q˜zj
|u˜− wzj |2 dx =
c
δ2
∑
i<j
|ωzj ∩ ωzi \ ∪k<iωzk |‖azi − azj‖2L∞(Qzi∩Qzj )
+
∑
i>j
∫
q˜zj∩(ωzi\∪k<iωzk )
|u− azi |2dx
 .
The sums above involve at most 3n − 1 terms corresponding to the good cubes that are
neighbors with qzj . Thanks to Eq. (24) and the fact that the Qzj are good, we have the
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bound
|ωzj ∩ ωzi \ ∪k<iωzk | ‖azi − azj‖2L∞(Qzi∩Qzj )
≤ cθδn C
δn−2
∫
Qzi∪Qzj
|e(u)|2dx ≤ Cθδ2
∫
Qzi∪Qzj
|e(u)|2dx.
Further, recalling Eq. (20) and using, once again, the fact that Qzj is a good cube,∫
q˜zj∩(ωzi\∪k<iωzk )
|u− azi |2dx ≤ |q˜zj ∩ ωzi |1/nCδ
∫
Qzj
|e(u)|2dx
≤ C(δHn−1(Ju ∩Qzi))1/nδ
∫
Qzj
|e(u)|2dx ≤ Cθ1/nδ2
∫
Qzj
|e(u)|2dx.
As a consequence,
(26)
c
δ2
∫
q˜zj
|u˜− wzj |2 dx ≤ Cθ1/n
∫
Q˜zj
|e(u)|2dx
where Q˜zj is the cube zj + (−8δ, 8δ)n, so we deduce from (25) that
(27)
∫
Ωδg
|E(uε)− φδ ∗ e(u)|2 dx ≤ cθq′
∫
Ω′
|e(u)|2 dx
where q′ = min{1/n, q}, for some constant c > 0. It follows easily from (27) that
(28) lim sup
θ→0
lim sup
ε→0
∫
Ωδg
(|Ed(uε)|2 + (div +uε)2)dx ≤
∫
Ω′
(|ed(u)|2 + (Tr+e(u))2) dx.
Remark 8. Remark that we have proved along the way that
lim sup
θ→0
lim sup
δ→0
‖u˜− u‖L2(Ω′) = 0
as could be easily checked using Eq. (26), the control of ωz by δHn−1(Ju∩Qz) and the fact
that there are a finite (δ-independent) number of overlaps between the Qz.
We now address the union Ωδb of the bad cubes
3. There, we saw that, each bad cube has
as diameter at most 2
√
nδ, v`ε ≡ 0 and thus we only have to estimate from above
ηε
∫
Ωδb
{
(|Ed(uε)|2 + (div +uε)2)
}
dx ≤ 2ηε|Ωδb |c2M2/δ2.
Indeed, as in Subsection 2.2, |E(uε)| ≤ c‖u˜‖L∞(Ω′)/δ ≤ cM/δ.
Choosing ηε = o(δ) ensures that
(29) lim sup
ε→0
∫
Ωδb
(ηε + (vε)
2)
{
(|Ed(uε)|2 + (div +uε)2)
}
dx = 0,
thanks to (19).
In view of Eqs. (18), (28), (29), we have proved that
lim sup
θ→0
lim sup
ε→0
∫
Ω′
(ηε + (vε)
2)(|Ed(uε)|2 + (div +uε)2) dx ≤
∫
Ω′
(|ed(u)|2 + (Tr+e(u))2) dx.
The desired conclusion would be achieved if we could show that
(30) lim sup
ε→0
∫
Ω′
(div−uε)2dx ≤
∫
Ω′
(Tr−e(u))2dx =
∫
Ω′
|div−u|2dx
3Which now includes former “good” cubes Qz where v`ε ≡ 0
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(since the negative part of divergence of u has no singular part).
As before, thanks to (27) we have
lim sup
θ→0
lim sup
ε→0
∫
Ωδg
(div−uε)2dx ≤ lim sup
ε→0
∫
Ω′
|div−u|2dx.
We are thus only concerned with
∫
Ωδb
(div−uε)2dx. That quantity could immediately be
seen to go to 0 if we had that u˜ ≡ u on Ωδb because limε→0 |Ωδb | = 0 while div−u ∈ L2(Ω).
Unfortunately such is not the case because the small sets ωzi are only included in q˜zi .
A different route might consist in decomposing
divuε = φδ ∗ divu+ div [φδ ∗ (u˜− u)] = φδ ∗ (div +u− div−u) + div [φδ ∗ (u˜− u)] ≥
− φδ ∗ div−u− |div [φδ ∗ (u˜− u)]|,
so that
div−uε ≤ (φδ ∗ div−u) + |div [φδ ∗ (u˜− u)]|.
Since div−u ∈ L2(Ω′), it is immediate that
(31) lim sup
ε→0
∫
Ωδb
(φδ ∗ div−u)2dx = 0.
It would remain to prove that ‖div [φδ ∗ (u˜ − u)]‖L2(Ωδb) yields a negligible contribution
in the limit. Recall that
u˜(x)− u(x) =
0 if x ∈ Ω′ \
⋃
j∈GC ωzj
azj − u(x) if x ∈ ωzj \
⋃
i<j ωzi .
so that
|u˜(x)− u(x)| ≤ 2M
∑
j∈GC
χωzj .
Hence, observing that φδ ∗ χωzj has support in Qzj and that the Qz have finite overlap,∫
Ωδb
|div [φδ ∗ (u˜− u)]|2 ≤ 4M2
∫
Ωδb
[|∇φδ| ∗
∑
j∈GC
χωzj ]
2dx
≤ CM2
∑
j∈GC
∫
Ωδb
[|∇φδ| ∗ χωzj ]2dx
≤ CM
2
δ2
∑
j∈GC
|ωzj ∩ (Ωδb +B(0, δ2 ))|
≤ CM
2
δ2
δ
∑
j∈GC
Hn−1(Ju ∩Qzj )
≤ CM
2
δ
Hn−1(Ju\Γ)
so that
‖div [φδ ∗ (u˜− u)]‖L2(Ωδb) ≤ C
M√
δ
θ.
That estimate also fails. We do not know at present how to circumvent this difficulty for
an arbitrary dimension n.
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3.2. The two-dimensional case. In two dimension, we make use of Theorem 2.1 in [16],
which we specialize here to p = 2 and restate in a simpler form.
Theorem 9. There exist ζ > 0 and cˇ > 0 such that for u ∈ SBD2(B2r) with H1(Ju) ≤ 2ζr,
there exists R ∈ (r, 2r) and uˇ ∈ SBD2(B2r) ∩H1(BR;R2) such that
(i) H1(Ju ∩ ∂BR) = 0;
(ii)
∫
BR
|e(uˇ)|qdx ≤ cˇ ∫
BR
|e(u)|qdx for q ∈ [1, 2];
(iii) ‖u− uˇ‖L1(BR;R2) ≤ cˇR|Eu|(BR);
(iv) u = uˇ on B2r \BR, H1(Juˇ ∩ ∂BR) = 0;
(v) if u ∈ L∞(B2r,R2) then ‖uˇ‖L∞ ≤ ‖u‖L∞ .
Thanks to this result, we can slightly amend the construction in Section 3.1 and conclude.
The theorem allows to build a safety zone where u has no jump at all between Ωδg and Ω
δ
b .
The proof follows the same lines until Eq. (18). Then, one considers the “boundary” good
cubes, which are good cubes qz on which vε ≡ 0. By construction, vε is zero in a 16
√
2δ-
neighborhood of Σ := Γ ∪ {z : Qz is bad, Qz ∩ Γ = ∅}, and positive elsewhere. Hence, with
the additional help of Eq. (17), we conclude that there are at most C(H1(Ju)+θ)/δ ≤ C ′/δ
(C ′ is a different constant) such cubes, so that they cover a surface area of order δ. We call
BGC a numeration of these good cubes {Qz˜i}i∈BGC. Assuming θ < 2ζ where ζ is the constant
in Theorem 9, we build recursively a function ui as follows: we let u0 = u and for each
i ∈ BGC, in B(z˜i, 4
√
2δ), we find uˇi such that uˇi = ui−1 near ∂B(zˇi, 4
√
2δ), uˇi ∈ H1(qˇzˇi),∫
B(zˇi,4
√
2δ)
|e(uˇi)|2dx ≤ cˇ
∫
B(zˇi,4
√
2δ)
|e(ui−1)|2dx,
and
‖ui−1 − uˇi‖L1(B(zˇi,4√2δ);R2) ≤ cˇδ|Eui−1|(B(zˇi, 4
√
2δ)).
We then let ui = uˇi in B(zˇi, 4
√
2δ) and ui = ui−1 in the rest of the domain Ω′. We call
I := #(BGC). Note that the balls B(zˇj , 4
√
2δ) overlap a finite number of times, hence,
possibly changing cˇ, one still has for i ∈ BGC∫
B(zˇi,4
√
2δ)
|e(uI)|2dx ≤ cˇ
∫
B(zˇi,4
√
2δ)
|e(u)|2dx,
and
‖u− uI‖L1(B(zˇi,4√2δ);R2) ≤ cˇδ|Eu|(B(z˜i, 4
√
2δ)).
It follows that
(32) ‖u− uI‖L1(Ω′) ≤ cˇδ
and, setting Jδ :=
⋃
i∈BGCB(zˇi, 4
√
2δ),∫
Jδ
|e(uI)|2dx ≤ cˇ
∫
Jδ
|e(u)|2dx.
As |Jδ| ≤ Cδ, this quantity can be made arbitrarily small: we deduce that
(33)
∫
Ω′
|e(uI)|2dx ≤
∫
Ω′
|e(u)|2 + θ
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for δ small enough. We remark that, if Jˇδ :=
⋃
i∈BGC qzˇi , then by construction uI ∈ H1(Jˇδ)
and also that
(34) {uI 6= u} ⊂ Jδ.
Now we start the very construction of Subsection 3.1 after Eq. (18) with u replaced with
uI . The only difference is that in the good cubes qz˜i , i ∈ BGC, (for which u ∈ H1(qz˜i))
we are at liberty to set ωz˜i = ∅. Thanks to Eq. (33) and to item (v) in Theorem 9, the
estimates in Eqs. (28), (29) still hold true and, further, thanks to Eq. (34),
(35) {u˜I 6= u} ⊂ Jδ.
Finally, we have to estimate
∫
Ω
(div−uε)2dx. As before, from Eq. (27) we would get
(36) lim sup
θ→0
lim sup
ε→0
∫
Ωδg
(div−uε)2dx ≤ lim sup
ε→0
∫
Ω′
|div−(uI)|2dx =
∫
Ω′
|div−(u)|2dx
where the last equality results from Eqs. (33),(35).
If x ∈ Ω \ Ωδg, x is either in a bad cube qzj and dist(x,Σ) ≤
√
2δ, or x is in a cube Qz
which intersects Γ so that dist(x,Σ) ≤ 8√2δ. Hence Ω \ Ωδg ⊂ {dist(·,Σ) ≤ 8
√
2δ}.
Consider qzi a good cube, with ωi 6= ∅. This means that qzi 6⊂ {dist(·,Σ) ≤ 16
√
2δ} so
that dist(qzi ,Σ) ≥ 14
√
2δ. It follows that dist(qzi ,Ω \ Ωδg) ≥ 6
√
2δ, and since ωi ⊂ q˜zi ,
dist(ωi,Ω \ Ωδg) ≥ 5
√
2δ.
We conclude that dist({uI 6= u˜I},Ω\Ωδg) ≥ 5
√
2δ. It means that there is a strip of width
5
√
2δ where u˜I = uI is H
1 along the boundary between Ω \Ωδg and Ωδg. Hence everywhere
in Ω \ Ωδg, u = uI so that div−uε(x) ≤ (φδ ∗ div−u) and it follows that
(37) lim sup
ε→0
∫
Ω\Ωδg
(div−uε)2dx ≤ lim sup
ε→0
∫
{dist(·,Σ)≤9√2δ}
(φδ ∗ div−u)2dx = 0.
Recalling Eqs. (36),(37), we conclude that, this time Eq. (30) holds.
Finally note that uε → u strongly in L2(Ω′;R2). Indeed, recalling Eq. (32) and item (v)
in Theorem 9, ‖uI − u‖L2(Ω′) ≤ Cδ while, by Remark 8, ‖u˜I − uI‖L2(Ω′) → 0.
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Appendix A. Affine approximation of bounded functions
Lemma A.1. Let R > r > 0, QR := x∗+(−R/2, R/2)n, Qr := x∗+(−r/2, r/2)n, ω ⊂ QR
such that |ω| ≤ (R − r)n/2n+1, A : Rn → Rn affine, u ∈ L∞(QR;Rn). Then there is
a : Rn → Rn affine such that
(38) ‖a‖L∞(Qr;Rn) ≤ ‖u‖L∞(QR;Rn)
and
(39) ‖u− a‖Lp(QR\ω;Rn) ≤ c‖u−A‖Lp(QR\ω;Rn).
The constant c ≥ 1 depends on p, n and r/R. If E(A) = 0, then E(a) = 0.
q
Qr
QR
Figure 2. Sketch of the geometry in the proof of Lemma A.1. The line is
t 7→ v + t(y − v), the two dots are the points v and y.
Proof. We can assume x∗ = 0 and ‖A‖L∞(Qr;Rn) > ‖u‖L∞(QR;Rn), otherwise a = A will do.
The function x 7→ |A(x)| is convex, therefore there is a vertex v of Qr such that |A(v)| =
‖A‖L∞(Qr;Rn). Consider the cube
q :=
R+ r
2r
v + (−R− r
4
,
R− r
4
)n.
We check that q ⊂ QR \Qr and that v is a vertex of q as well (see Figure 2). Further, for
any y ∈ q there is t∗ < 0 such that v + t(y − v) ∈ Qr for all t ∈ [t∗, 0) (it suffices to check
this componentwise, separating the cases vi = r/2 and vi = −r/2). The function
t 7→ fy(t) := |A(v + t(y − v))|
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is convex, and obeys
fy(t∗) ≤ ‖A‖L∞(Qr) = |A(v)| = fy(0)
therefore |A(y)| = fy(1) ≥ |A(v)|, which implies |A(y) − u(y)| ≥ |A(v)| − ‖u‖L∞(QR) > 0
for any y ∈ q.
Since |ω| ≤ 12 |q|, we obtain
1
2
|q|(|A(v)| − ‖u‖L∞(QR))p ≤
∫
QR\ω
|A− u|pdx.
We define
a :=
‖u‖L∞(QR)
|A(v)| A
and estimate ‖a‖L∞(Qr) = ‖u‖L∞(QR) and∫
Qr
|A− a|pdx =
∫
Qr
∣∣∣∣ |A(v)| − ‖u‖L∞(QR)|A(v)| A
∣∣∣∣p dx
≤
∫
Qr
(|A(v)| − ‖u‖L∞(QR))pdx ≤
2|Qr|
|q|
∫
QR\ω
|A− u|pdx.
Finally, since A− a is affine we have, for some c ≥ 14:∫
QR
|A− a|pdx ≤ cR
n+p
rn+p
∫
Qr
|A− a|pdx ≤ c 2
n+1Rn+p
rp(R− r)n
∫
QR\ω
|A− u|pdx.
A triangular inequality concludes the proof. 
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